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This report documents a preflight analysis of the ALT separation


reference trajectories for the tailcone on, forward and aft cg


orbiter configurations. The ALT separation reference trajectories
 

,encompass the time from physical separation of the orbiter from


the carrier to orbiter attainment of the maximum ALT interface


airspeed. The trajectories include post separation roll maneuvers


by both vehicles and are generated using the final preflight data


base. The trajectories so generated satisfy all known separation


design criteria and violate no known constraints.


The requirement for this analysis is elaborated upo6 inSection 2.0.


- The specifications, assumptions and analytical approach used to 
generate the separation trajectories are presented in Section 3.0. 
The results of the analytical approach are evaluated in Section 4.0. 
COnclusions and recommendations are summarized in Section 5.0. Sup­







ALT separation reference.trajectories of the carrier and orbiter


are required to support the JSC MPAD updates to the reference


trajectories for ALT free flights #1 through #5 which supercede 
Reference 1. The ALT separation reference-trajectories encompass


the flight time duration between physical separation of the orbiter


from the carrier and orbiter attainment of the maximum ALT inter­

face 	 airspeed.- This analysis updates that of Reference 1 in that


post 	 separation roll maneuvers are executed by both vehicles


instead of just the carrier and that the final preflight data base


is used. Toward that end this MDTSCD "ALT Separation Reference














This section summarizes the specifications, assumptions, and


analytical approach used in this analysis. Maximum utilization


of previous analyses is made in order to expedite definition of


the ALT separation reference trajectories. Source data is


referenced accordingly in the subsequent text.


In this analysis, the ALT orbiter/carrier separation is simulated


by the Space Vehicle Dynamics Simulation (SVDS) Program.(see.


Reference 2) in two flight phases. The separation flight phase


is initiated at the instant of orbiter release and is defined to


be 5 sec in duration. The post separation flight phase begins 5


.sec after separation and is terminated by the orbiter attainment








The specifications for the ALT separation reference trajectories














a) The relative normal acceleration (normal to the carrier


FRL) must be no less than 0.75 g's.











c) The orbiter normal load factor must be in the range of


0 to 2 g's.


d) The carrier normal load factor must be in the range of


-1 to 2 g's.


e) 	 The separation airspeed must be less than an airspeed of


292 KCAS; or a Mach number of 0.675, or the airspeed


obtained from the mated configuration V-N diagram


presented in Reference 4 and attendant rationale (5 KCAS














a) The relative normal acceleration must be maintained positive


until the orbiter is clear of the carrier.


b) 	Vertical separation clearance distance between the cg's of


the respective vehicles (as measured in the carrier


reference coordinate system) must exceed 140 ft.


c) 	The separation cone angle (the angle of the orbiter


trajectory relative to the carrier vertical axis) must be


no greater than 20 deg until the 140 ft vertical separation


clearance distance is attained.


d) 	 The orbiter normal load factor must be in the range of 0














f) The carrier normal load factor must be in the range of


-1 to 2.25 g's.


g) The carrier airspeed must be maintained belowthe 312 KCAS
 

and the 0.7 Mach number design limits.








a) The minimum path distance (between the current orbiter cg


position and the flight path of the carrier cg) must exceed


140 ft when the time-rate of change of minimum path


distance remains positive (vortex avoidance).


b) The orbiter constraints are the same as those for the


separation flight phase with the exception that the normal


load factor must be greater than 0.5 g's (Reference 5).


c) The orbiter local-horizontal pitch attitude must be no


steeper than -10 deg (crew preference, Reference 5).











Three categories of assumptions are used for this analysis.


Category one entails the data base assumptions. Category two








contains assumptions pertinent to the analytical approach.








a) 	 Tailcone on.


b) 	 Forward and aft cg locations.


c) 	 Body flap at.-1l.7 deg.


d) 	 Control system as defined in Reference 6.


2) 	 Carrier configuration:








c) Inflight spoiler deployed.


d) Thrust at idle.


e) Thrust magnitude as defined in Reference 7.


f) Control system as defined-in Reference 8..


3) 	 Separation altitudes as defined in Reference 9.


4) 	 Freestream and proximity aerodynamics data for both vehicles


as defined in Reference 10.


5) 	 Mass characteristics as defined in Reference 11.


The flight phase sequence assumptions are -divided into two sub­







sequence assumptions. The second subcategory Is the post separation
 

flight phase sequence assumptions.


The separation flight phase sequence assumptions follow.
 

1) The separation flight phase is defined to be 5 sec in duration.


2) 	 The orbiter control system is in the CAS (rate command)-mode


during which time the orbiter pitch rate command is a constant








3) The carrier maintains the mated vehicle equilibrium glide pi.tch








The 	 post separation flight phase sequence assumptions follow.


1) 	 The time duration of the post separation flight phase is


determined by the orbiter attainment of the maximum ALT inter­

face airspeed (300 KEAS).


2) The orbiter control system remains in the CAS mode, during 
which time the orbiter performs a commanded -1 deg/sec p4tch­
over maneuver in order to attain the maximum ALT interface 
airspeed. (The-orbiter local horizontal pitch attitude is 




3) The orbiter is also commanded to bank to the right at its


maximum roll rate commahd until a local horizontal- roll


attitude of 20 deg is attained. The roll attitude of 20


deg is held until a heading change of approximately 3 deg


is made at which time the orbiter-is commanded to roll back


to wings level at its maximum roll rate commnd. 
4) 	 The carrier local -horizontal pitch attitude command is


pitched up an incremental 2 deg at a 2 deg/sec rate in order


to moderate carrier post separation airspeed buildup.


5) 	 The carrier-is commanded to bank to the left at a 10 deg/sec


rate until a local horizontal roll attitude command of -30


deg is attained. The -30 deg roll attitude is held until a


heading of approximately -30 deg is-attained at which time


the carrier is commanded to roll back to wings level-.


Assumptions which simplify the analytical approach follow.


1) Only nominal conditions are assumed. No system nor environ­

mental tolerances are analyzed.


2) The forward and aft cg configurations for the light weight,





















The overall analytical approach consists of generating an orbiter!


carrier ALT-separation reference trajectory for each bf thetWo


orbiter cg configurations. Toward that end, a three step analytical


approach common to both trajectories is used.


The first step is to generate-the separation initial conditions


required to produce the RI recommended initial relative normal


acceleration and orbiter pitch acceleration (0.753 g's and 2.38


deg/sec2 , respectively for the forward cg orbiter configuration and


",0.901 g's and 3.39 deg/sec 2

, respectively for the aft cg orbiter


configuration, see Reference 3). The Mated Trim Program is used


for that purpose (see Reference 12).


The second step is to calibrate the time duration of the carrier


-30 deg local horizontal-roll attitude command inorder that a








Combining the results of the first and second steps, the third step














This section first presents the results of the analytical approach


as outlined in Section 3.3. The ALT separation reference


trajectory resul-ts are then presented.


The equilibrium glide separation initial conditions required to


produce the RI recomended initial relative normal acceleration and


orbiter pitch acceleration are presented in Table 1. These results


are a product of step one of the analytical approach.


The orbiter and carrier steering summary and the orbiter and carrier


separation event schedule are presented inTables 2 and 3,








The results of the orbiter/carrier separation reference trajectory­

geheration are presented in Tables 4 through 6 and Figures 1 through


60. 	 Tables 4 through 6 are design compatibility summaries for the


separation initial conditions,*the separation flight phase, and


the post separation flight phase, respectively. These results show


that 	all design criteria are met.and that no constraints are


violated. Time histories of parameters of interest are illustrated








5.0 	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The ALT separation reference trajectories documented herein satisfy 
all known separation-design criteria and violate no known constraints. 
These trajectories are generated from the final preflight data base 
available prior to the ALT captive-inert flights. It is therefore 
recommended that the ALT separation reference trajectories documented


herein be used for updates to the reference trajectories for ALT
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ORBITER/CARRIER EQUILIBRIUM GLIDE SEPARATION INITIAL CONDITIONS


TAILCONE ON; 150000 LB ORBITER


RELATIVE NORMAL ACCELERATION (g's) 
 
ORBITER PITCH ACCELERATION (deg/sec ) 
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (deg) 
 






MACH NUMBER (-) 
 
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE (deg)' 
 
CARRIER ANGLE OF ATTACK (deg) 
 
CARRIER PITCH ATTITUDE (deg) 
 
CARRIER STABILIZER POSITION (deg) 
 
CARRIER ELEVATION POSITION (I/0; deg) 
 
FORWARD cg AFT cg 























(63.9 % LB) 
ORBI-TER SEPARATION PITCH PATE COMMAND 
FIRST-3 SEC/LAST 2 SEC (deg/sec) 2.0/0.0 -
ORBITER POST SEPARATION PITCH RATE


COMMAND UNTIL 8 = -10 DEG (deg/sec) -1.0 
 
ORBITER POST SEPARATION ROLL


-RATE/ATTITUDE COMMAND (deg/sec & deg) 18.75/20.0 
 
CARRIER SEPARATION PITCH ATTITUDE


COMNt IAND (deg) -6.00 
 
CARRIER POST SEPARATION PITCH


ATTITUDE COMMAND (deg) -4.00 
 
CARRIER POST SEPARATION ROLL


































ORBITER/CARRIER SEPARATION EVENT SCHEDULE












(140 FT VERTICAL CLEARANCE) 
 
START OF POST SEPARATION FLIGHT PHASE


INITIATE ORBITER PUSHOVER MANEUVER
 

INITIATE ORBITER ROLL MANEUVER 
 
INITIATE CARRIER PULLUP MANEUVER


INITIATE CARRIER ROLL MANEUVER


CARRIER PULLUP MANEUVER COMPLETED


(+2 DEG PITCH ATTITUDE COMMAND COMPLETED) 
 
ORBITER ROLL MANEUVER COMPLETED
 

(+3 DEG HEADING CHANGE COMPLETED) 
 
ORBITER PUSHOVER MANEUVER COMPLETED
 

(PlTCH ATTITUDE HOLD AT -10 DEG) 
 
CARRIER ROLL MANEUVER COMPLETED


(-30 DEG HEADING ATTAINED) 
 
MAXIMUM ALT INTERFACE AIRSPEED ATTAINED
 

(300 KEAS ATTAINED) 
 
FORWARD cg AFT cg




































ORBITER/CARRIER SEPARATION INITIAL CONDITIONS DESIGN COMPATIBILITY SUMMARY


FORWARD cg AFT cg 
(63.9 % LB) (65.9 % LB) 
RELATIVE NORMAL ACCELERATION (> 0.75 g's) 0.753 0.901 
ORBITER PITCH ACCELERATION 
(> 0 & < 6 deg/sec 2) 2.38 3.39 
ORBITER NORMAL LOAD FACTOR 
(> 0 & < 2 g's) 1.532 1.640 
CARRIER NORMAL LOAD FACTOR 
















ORBITER/CARRIER SEPARATION FLIGHT PHASE DESIGN COMPATIBILITY SUMMARY


FORWARD cg AFT "cg 
(63.9 % LB) (65.9 % LB) 
MININUM RELATIVE NORM-lAL ACCELERATION 
(>_1 0 g's UNTIL VERTICAL CLEARANCE IS 
>Th40 ft) 0.60 0.69-
VERTICAL CLEARANCE AT THE END OF THE


SEPARATION FLIGHT PHASE (> 140 ft) 269.3 311 .6


SEPARATION CONE ANGLE WHEN VERTICAL


CLEARANCE = 140 ft (<20 deg) 7.23 8.08


ORBITER LOAD FACTOR RANGE 
(>b & < 2 g's) 1.14-1.82 1.10-1.86 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK RANGE


(> 3 & < 13 deg) 6.3-8.85 5.66-8.66


CARRIER LOAD FACTOR RANGE
 

(> -1 & < 2.25 g's) 0.773-1.01 0.732-0.99


MAXIMUM CARRIER AIRSPEED/MACH IUMBER















(63.9 % LB) 
AFT cg 
(65.9 % LB) 
MINIMUM PATH DISTANCE AT THE 
POST SEPARATION FLIGHT PHASE 





ORBITER LOAD FACTOR RANGE 
(> 0.5 & < 2 g's) 0.64-1.153 0.645-1.118 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK RANGE 
(> 3 & < 13 deg) 3.78-5.00 3.58-4.73 
MINIMUM ORBITER PITCH ATTITUDE


(>20 deg) -10.0 -10.0


CARRIER LOAD FACTOR RANGE


(>-1 & < 2.25 g's) 0.982-1.42 0.983-1.40


MAXIMUM CARRIER AIRSPEED/MACH NUMBER











ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LBD 150000 LB ORBITER


i MOTION OF THE ORBITER RELATIVE TO THE CARRIER AFTER SEPARATION 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


ATTACH POINT RELATIVE NORMAL VELOCITY TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 

TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB' 150000 LB ORBITER 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% L3, 150000 LB ORBITER 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 

TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 

RELATIVE NORMAL ACCELERATION TIME HISTORY 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


RELATIVE DOWNRANGE VERSUS RELATIVE CROSSRANGE
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER
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,ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB' 150000 LB ORBITER
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% L5, 150000 LB ORBITER 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB5 150000 LB ORBITER


ANGLE OF ATTACK TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


SIDESLIP ANGLE TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE tRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB3 150000 LB ORBITER


i FLIGHT PATH ANGLE TINE HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB' 150000 LB ORBITER
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


LOCAL HORIZONTAL PITCH ATTITUDE TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


LOCAL HORIZONTAL ROLL ATTITUDE TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63,9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


PITCH RATE TI14E HISTORIES
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FIGURE 18 
ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 
ROLL RATE TIIIE HISTORIES 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY

TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LsB 150000 LB ORBITER


YAW RATE TIME HISTORIES
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.FIGURE .20 
ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 
CARRIER HORIZONTAL STABILIZER DEFLECTION TIME HISTORY 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, i5oboo LB ORBITER


AILERON DEFLECTION TIME HISTORIES.
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


RUDDER DEFLECTION TIME HISTORIES
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FIGURE 24 
ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 
NORMAL LOAD FACTOR TIME HISTORIES 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB 150000 LB ORBITER


DYNAMIC PRESSURE TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER
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ALT tEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 

TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 

EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED TIME HISTORIES, 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY
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AL 'SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 63.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 
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FIGURE 31 
ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB" 150000 LB ORBITER 
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ATTACH POINT RELATIVE NORMAL DISPLACEMENT TIME HISTORIES 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


!ATTACH POINT RELATIVE NORMAL VELOCITY TIME HISTORIES
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TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER
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ALT SEPARATION'REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 

TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 

RELATIVE AXIAL ACCELERATION TIME HISTORY 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LBD 150000 LB ORBITER
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ '65.9% LB , 150000 LB ORBITER


RELATIVE DOWNRANGE VERSUS RELATIVE CROSSRANg6E
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FIGURE 38 
ALT SEPARATION'REFERIENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% L 150000 LB ORBITER 
RELATIVE VERTICAL RANGE VERSUS RELATIVE DOWNRANGE 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCQNE ON, CG @ 65.9% L8, 150000 LB ORBITER


RELATIVE VERTICAL RANGE VERSUS RELATIVE CROSSRANGE
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 

TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 

MINIMUM PATH DISTANCE TIME HISTORY 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB' 150000 LB ORBITER


SIDESLIP ANGLE TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE TIME HISTORIES 



























ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


HEADING ANGLE TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


LOCAL HORIZONTAL PITCH ATTITUDE TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


PITCH RATE TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


ROLL RATE TIME HISTORIES 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB 150000 LB ORBITER


YAW RATE TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


CARRIER HORIZONTAL STABILIZER DEFLECTION TIME HISTORY
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AL' SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB' 150000 LB ORBITER


RUDDER DEFLECTION TIME HISTORIES 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG@65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


NORMAL LOAD FACTOR TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% L5, 150000 LB ORBITER
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY


TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER


MACH NUMBER TIME HISTORIES
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG @ 65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 
TAILCONE ON, CG@65.9% LB, 150000 LB ORBITER 
EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED TIME HISTORIES 
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY
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ALT SEPARATION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY
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